, and the reliable domain in the space built by the standard variables
Introduction
Stability is of primary importance for any control systems. Stability of both linear and nonlinear uncertain systems has received a considerable attention in the past decades (see for example, Tanaka & Sugeno, 1992; Tanaka, Ikeda, & Wang, 1996; Feng, Cao, Kees, et al. 1997; Teixeira & Zak, 1999; Lee, Park, & Chen, 2001; Park, Kim, & Park, 2001; Chen, Liu, & Tong, 2006; Lam & Leung, 2007, and references therein) . Fuzzy logical control (FLC) has proved to be a successful control approach for a great many complex nonlinear systems. Especially, the well-known Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) fuzzy model has become a convenient tool for dealing with complex nonlinear systems. T-S fuzzy model provides an effective representation of nonlinear systems with the aid of fuzzy sets, fuzzy rules and a set of local linear models. Once the fuzzy model is obtained, control design can be carried out via the so called parallel distributed compensation (PDC) approach, which employs multiple linear controllers corresponding to the locally linear plant models (Hong & Langari, 2000) . It has been shown that the problems of controller synthesis of nonlinear systems described by the T-S fuzzy model can be reduced to convex problems involving linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) (Park, Kim, & Park, 2001) . Many significant results on the stability and robust control of uncertain nonlinear systems using T-S fuzzy model have been reported (see for example, Hong, & Langari, 2000; Park, Kim, & Park, 2001; Xiu & Ren, 2005; Wu & Cai, 2006; Yoneyama, 2006; , and considerable advances have been made. However, as stated in Guo (2010) , many approaches for stability and robust control of uncertain systems are often characterized by conservatism when dealing with uncertainties. In practice, uncertainty exists in almost all engineering systems and is frequently a source of instability and deterioration of performance. So, uncertainty is one of the most important factors that have to be taken into account rationally in system analysis and synthesis. Moreover, it has been shown (Guo, 2010) that the increasing in conservatism in dealing with uncertainties by some traditional methods does not mean the increasing in reliability. So, it is significant to deal with uncertainties by means of reliability approach and to achieve a balance between reliability and performance/control-cost in design of uncertain systems. In fact, traditional probabilistic reliability methods have ever been utilized as measures of stability, robustness, and active control effectiveness of uncertain structural systems by Spencer et al. (1992 Spencer et al. ( ,1994 ; Breitung et al. (1998) and Venini & Mariani (1999) to develop robust control strategies which maximize the overall reliability of controlled structures. Robust control design of systems with parametric uncertainties have also been studied by Mengali and Pieracci (2000) ; Crespo and Kenny (2005) . These works are meaningful in improving the reliability of uncertain controlled systems, and it has been shown that the use of reliability analysis may be rather helpful in evaluating the inherent uncertainties in system design. However, these works are within the probabilistic framework. In Guo (2007 Guo ( ,2010 , a non-probabilistic robust reliability method for dealing with bounded parametric uncertainties of linear controlled systems has been presented. The nonprobabilistic procedure can be implemented more conveniently than probabilistic one whether in dealing with the uncertainty data or in controller design of uncertain systems, since complex computations are often associated with in controller design of uncertain systems. In this chapter, following the basic idea developed in Guo (2007 Guo ( , 2010 , we focus on developing a robust reliability method for robust fuzzy controller design of uncertain nonlinear systems.
Problem statements and preliminary knowledge
Consider a nonlinear uncertain system represented by the following T-S fuzzy model with parametric uncertainties: Plant Rule i: 11 IF () i s and and () i s , 
In which
). Therefore, there exist the following relations
If the system (1) is local controllable, a fuzzy model of state feedback controller can be stated as follows:
Control Rule i:
) are gain matrices to be determined. The final output of the fuzzy controller can be obtained by
By substituting the control law (6) into (2), we obtain the closed-loop system as follows
When the parameterized notation (Tuan, Apkarian, and Narikiyo 2001) is used, equations (6) and (7) can be rewritten respectively as
are involved in the expressions of (9) and (11). Following the basic idea developed by Guo (2007 Guo ( ,2010 , the uncertain-but-bounded parameters
involved in the problem can be considered as interval variables and expressed in the following normalized form
where 0 i ρ and id ρ are respectively the nominal and deviational values of the uncertain
is a standard interval variable. Furthermore, the system matrices are expressed in a corresponding form of that depend on the standard interval variables ] , ,
. Suppose that the stability of the control system can be reduced to solving a matrix inequality as follows 0 ) , , ,
are feasible matrices to be determined. The sign " 0 < " indicates that the matrix is negative-definite. If the performance function (it may also be referred to as limit-state function) used for reliability analysis is defined in terms of the criterion (13) and represented by ) , , ,
, then the robust reliability can be given as follows
. Essentially, the robust reliability r η defined by (14) represents the admissible maximum degree of expansion of the uncertain parameters in the infinity topology space built by the standard interval variables under the condition of that (13) is satisfied. If 0 > r η holds, the system is reliable for all admissible uncertainties. The larger the value of r η , the more robust the system with respect to uncertainties and the system is more reliable for this reason. So it is referred to as robust reliability in the paper as that in Ben-Haim (1996) and Guo (2007 Guo ( ,2010 . The main objective of this chapter is to develop a method based on the robust reliability idea to deal with bounded parametric uncertainties of the system (1) and to obtain reliabilitybased robust fuzzy controller (6) for stabilizing the nonlinear system. Before deriving the main results, the following lemma is given to provide a basis. Lemma 1 (Guo, 2010 
), the following inequality holds for all admissible uncertainties
if and only if there exist n constant positive-definite diagonal matrices 1 H , 2 H , …, and n H with appropriate dimensions such that
Methodology and main results

Basic theory
The following commonly used Lyapunov function is considered
where P is a symmetric positive definite matrix. The time derivative of ))
Substituting (9) into (18), we can obtain
is equivalent to (20) and further equivalent to (21) that are represented as follows
then (21) can be written as
Some convex relaxations for (24) have been developed to make it tractable. Two type of relaxation are adopted here to illustrate the presented method. (24) represented as follows is often used by authors (Lee, Park, & Chen 2001) 
A simple relaxation of
These expressions can be rewritten respectively as
Expressing all the uncertain parameters
as the standard form of (12), furthermore, the system matrices are expressed as a corresponding form of that depend on the standard interval variables ] , ,
. Without loss of generality, suppose that all the uncertain matrices
can be expressed as
In which, 0
A , and ik B are known real constant matrices determined by the nominal and deviational values of the basic variables. To reduce the conservatism caused by dealing with uncertainties as far as possible, representing all the matrices ij A and ik B as the form of the vector products as follows
are all column vectors. Denoting 11 1 2 1 1 21 2 2 2 2 11 1 2 1 1 21 2 2 2 2 11 21 , ;
; ,
where, the first four matrices are constructed by the column vectors involved in (29). Then, the expressions in (28) can be further written as
Substituting (31) into equations (26) and (27), we can obtain 00 00 
In terms of Lemma 1, the matrix inequality (32) 
Applying the well-known Schur complement, (34) and (35) can be written respectively as
. "*" denotes the transposed matrices in the symmetric positions. Consequently, the following theorem can be obtained.
Theorem 3.1. For the dynamic system (2) with the uncertain matrices represented by (31) and
, it is asymptotically stabilizable with the state feedback controller (6) if there exist a symmetric positive-definite matrix X , matrices i Y , and constant diagonal positive-definite matrices 1
) such that the LMIs represented by (36) and (37) hold for all admissible uncertainties. If the feasible matrices X and i Y are found out, then the feedback gain matrices deriving the fuzzy controller (6) can be obtained by
It should be stated that the condition of (25) is restrictive in practice. It is adopted yet here is merely to show the proposed reliability method and for comparison. 3.1.2 Some improved relaxation for (24) have also been proposed in literatures. A relaxation provided by Tuan, Apkarian, and Narikiyo (2001) is as follows
The expression (39) is the same completely with the first expression of (25). So, only (40) is investigated further. It can be rewritten as
On substituting the expression (31) into (41) 
In terms of Lemma 1, the matrix inequality (42) 
Applying the Schur complement, (43) is equivalent to ) such that the LMIs (36) and (44) hold for all admissible uncertainties. If the feasible matrices X and i Y are found out, the feedback gain matrices deriving the fuzzy controller (6) can then be given by (38).
Robust reliability based stabilization
In terms of Theorem 3.1, the closed-loop fuzzy system (7) is stable if all the matrix inequalities (36) and (37) hold for all admissible uncertainties. So, the performance functions used for calculation of reliability of that the uncertain system to be stable can be taken as
in which, the expressions of i Ξ and ij are in the same form respectively as that in (36) and (37). Therefore, the robust reliability of the uncertain nonlinear system in the sense of stability can be expressed as 
where, + R denotes the set of all positive real numbers. The robust reliability of that the uncertain closed-loop system (7) is stable may be obtained by solving the following optimization problem 12 1 2 3 4 12 1 2 3 4
Maximize Subject to ( , , , , ) 0 ( , , , ,
From the viewpoint of robust stabilizing controller design, if inequalities (36) and (37) hold for all admissible uncertainties, then there exists a fuzzy controller (6) such that the closedloop system (7) to be asymptotically stable. Therefore, the performance functions used for reliability-based design of control to stabilize the uncertain system (2) can also be taken as that of (45) and (46). So, a possible stabilizing controller satisfying the robust reliability requirement can be given by a feasible solution of the following matrix inequalities ** 1 2 1234 1 2 * 1234 (,,, , )0 , (,,,, (45) and (46) respectively. cr η is the allowable robust reliability.
If the control cost is taken into account, the robust reliability based design optimization of stabilization controller can be carried out by solving the following optimization problem ** 12 1 2 3 4 12 1 2 3 4 * Minimize ( ); Subject to ( , , , , ) 0 ( , , , ,
0, 0, 0, 1 In which, the introduced additional matrix N is symmetric positive-definite and with the same dimension as X . When the feasible matrices X and i Y are found out, the optimal fuzzy controller could be obtained by using (6) 
where, ij Ψ is the same with that in (44). Correspondingly, (47) and (48) 
0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 1 1 
A special case
Now, we consider a special case in which the matrices of (30) is expressed as
This means that the matrices ) (ρ A i in all the rules have the same uncertainty structure and the matrices ) (ρ B i become certain. In this case, (31) can be written as
and the expressions involved in Theorem 3.1 can be simplified further. This is summarized in the following. Theorem 3.3. For the dynamic system (2) with the matrices represented by (56) ) with appropriate dimensions such that the following LMIs hold for all admissible uncertainties
. If the feasible matrices X and i Y are found out, the feedback gain matrices deriving the fuzzy controller (6) can then be given by (38) . Proof. In the case, inequalities (32) and (33) become, respectively, 
Accordingly, a possible stabilizing controller satisfying robust reliability requirement can be obtained by a feasible solution of the following matrix inequalities ** * ( , , , ) 0, ( , , , , ) 0, 0, 0; 0 (1 )
The optimum stabilizing controller based on the robust reliability and control cost can be obtained by solving the following optimization problem Similarly, the expressions involved in Theorem 3.2 can also be simplified and the corresponding result is summarized in the following. Theorem 3.4. For the dynamic system (2) with the matrices represented by (56) ) with appropriate dimensions such that the following LMIs hold for all admissible uncertainties
In which,
. If the feasible matrices X and Y i are found out, the feedback gain matrices deriving the fuzzy controller (6) can then be obtained by (38 
Applying Schur complement, (67) is equivalent to the second expression of (65). So, the theorem holds. By Theorem 3.4, the performance functions used for reliability calculation can be taken as
So, design of the optimal controller based on the robust reliability and control cost could be carried out by solving the following optimization problem 
Numerical examples
Example 1. Consider a simple uncertain nonlinear mass-spring-damper mechanical system with the following dynamic equation (Tanaka, Ikeda, & Wang 1996) 
. Using the following fuzzy sets 33 12 () () (() ) 0 . 5 , (() ) 0 . 5 6.75 6.75
The uncertain nonlinear system can be represented by the following fuzzy model 
By solving the optimization problem of (69) (
When the initial value of the state is taken as
, the simulation results of the controlled system with the uncertain parameter generated randomly within the allowable range
are shown in Fig. 1 . Example 2. Consider the problem of stabilizing the chaotic Lorenz system with parametric uncertainties as follows (Lee, Park, & Chen, 2001) (1) Reliability-based feasible solutions
In order to apply the presented method, all the uncertain parameters . Furthermore, the system matrices can be expressed as Clearly, the control inputs of the controllers obtained in the paper in the two cases are all lower than that of Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) . To examine the effect of the controllers, the initial values of the states of the Lorenz system are taken as
, the control input is activated at t=3.89s, all as that of Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) , the simulated state trajectories of the controlled Lorenz system without uncertainty are shown in Fig. 2 . In which, on the left-and right-hand sides are results of the controller of Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) and of the controller obtained in this paper respectively. Simulations of the corresponding control inputs are shown in Fig. 3 , in which, the dash-dot line and the solid line represent respectively the input of the controller of Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) and of the controller in the paper. Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) and the result of the paper)
The simulated state trajectories and phase trajectory of the controlled Lorenz system are shown respectively in Figs. 4 and 5, in which, all the uncertain parameters are generated randomly within the allowable ranges. Fig. 4 . Ten-times simulated state trajectories of the controlled chaotic Lorenz system with parametric uncertainties (all uncertain parameters are generated randomly within the allowable ranges, and on the left-and right-hand sides are respectively the results of controllers in Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) It can be seen that the controller obtained by the presented method is effective, and the control effect has no evident difference with that of the controller in Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) , but the control input of it is much lower. This shows that the presented method is much less conservative. Taking 3 = α , which means that the allowable variation of all the uncertain parameters are within 90% of their nominal values, by applying Theorem 3.3 and solving a corresponding optimization problem of (64) with 3 * = α , the gain matrices for deriving the fuzzy controller obtained by the presented method become Obviously, the input of the controller in this case is also much lower than that of the controller obtained by Lee, Park, and Chen (2001) . Secondly, when Theorem 3.4 is used, by solving two optimization problems corresponding to (69) 
Conclusion
In this chapter, stability of parametric uncertain nonlinear systems was studied from a new point of view. A robust reliability procedure was presented to deal with bounded parametric uncertainties involved in fuzzy control of nonlinear systems. In the method, the T-S fuzzy model was adopted for fuzzy modeling of nonlinear systems, and the paralleldistributed compensation (PDC) approach was used to control design. The stabilizing controller design of uncertain nonlinear systems were carried out by solving a set of linear matrix inequalities (LMIs) subjected to robust reliability for feasible solutions, or by solving a robust reliability based optimization problem to obtain optimal controller. In the optimal controller design, both the robustness with respect to uncertainties and control cost can be taken into account simultaneously. Formulations used for analysis and synthesis are within the framework of LMIs and thus can be carried out conveniently. It is demonstrated, via numerical simulations of control of a simple mechanical system and of the chaotic Lorenz system, that the presented method is much less conservative and is effective and feasible. Moreover, the bounds of uncertain parameters are not required strictly in the presented method. So, it is applicable for both the cases that the bounds of uncertain parameters are known and unknown. Ben-Haim, Y. (1996) . Robust Reliability in the Mechanical Sciences, Berlin: Spring-Verlag Breitung, K.; Casciati, F. & Faravelli, L. (1998) . Reliability based stability analysis for actively controlled structures. Engineering Structures, Vol. 20, No. 3, [211] [212] [213] [214] [215] 
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